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Our Promises
Welcome to our cafe.
These are our promises to YOU.
Our food will always be of the highest quality.
* organic
* fresh
* locally grown (when possible)
* healthy
* delicious
Our food will be prepared fresh every day in our clean, professional
kitchens.
Our delicious recipes will be consistently used and shared.
You will be glad that you ate at our cafe.
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Just for You
Let us meet your special needs.
* vegetarian
* vegan
* nut - free
* gluten - free
* lactose - free
* South Beach diet
* Mediterranean diet
* Raw food diet
* Zone diet
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Our Promises – Equality
EVERYONE gets high-quality food.
Welcome to our cafe.
These are our promises to YOU.
Our food will always be of the highest quality.
* organic
* fresh
* locally grown (when possible)
* healthy
* delicious
Our food will be prepared fresh every day in our clean,
professional kitchen.
Our delicious recipes will be consistently used and shared.
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Just for You – Equity
EVERYONE gets their needs met.
Let us meet your special needs.
* vegetarian
* vegan
* nut - free
* gluten - free
* lactose - free
* South Beach diet
* Mediterranean diet
* Raw food diet
* Zone diet
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Poster
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Quote
•
•
•
•

Three things in human life are important.
The first is to be kind.
The second is to be kind.
And the third is to be kind.
Henry James, American Author
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Cafe
Equality (Quality for All)
+
Equity (Individual needs are met)
+
Kindness
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Response to Instruction and Intervention

Equality (Quality for All)
+
Equity (Individual needs are met)
+
Kindness
(Teacher/Student Relationship)
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Equality – Quality Instruction for All
In every class, every day, we will:
1) Focus LEARNING on critical content.
2) Provide quality, engaging instructional lessons that yield
LEARNING.
3) Actively involve all students in responding throughout the
lesson, making LEARNING visible.
4) Carefully monitor students’ responses, adjusting the
lesson as necessary to ensure LEARNING.
5) Provide affirmative (praise) and informative (corrective)
feedback to support LEARNING.
6) Provide deliberate practice, retrieval practice, and spaced
practice to ensure retention and LEARNING.
7) Utilize management procedures that support students and
teachers, thus facilitating LEARNING.
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Equality –
Quality Instruction for All
1) Focus LEARNING on critical content.
Example – Reading
o Print concepts
o Phonemic Awareness
o Decoding and Word Recognition
o Word Knowledge (Sight Vocabulary)
o Fluency
o Vocabulary
o Background Knowledge
o Comprehension
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Equality – Equity
Quality Instruction for All
All Tiers
1) Focus LEARNING on critical
content.

Tier 2 and 3
- Narrow focus to MOST
important knowledge, skills,
and vocabulary
- Focus on alternative critical
content
- Break down content into
smaller obtaining steps
Teach the stuff and cut the
fluff
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Equality –
Quality Instruction for All
2) Provide quality, engaging instructional lessons that yield LEARNING.
•

Utilizing explicit instruction procedures.

•

Establishing and maintaining clear learning goals and expectations for
each lesson. (Learning Intentions and Success Criteria)

•

Modeling concepts, skills, and strategies clearly in a step-by-step fashion.

•

Guiding students in initial practice of concepts, skills, and strategies.

•

Asking questions to continually monitor understanding and inform
immediate feedback.

•

Providing scaffolding to reduce the gap between desired performance and
current performance.
Archer & Hughes, 2011
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Equality –
Quality Instruction for All
2) Provide quality, engaging instructional lessons that yield
LEARNING.

I do it.
We do it.
You do it.

I do it.
We do it.
You do it with partner.
You do it.
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Equality – Equity
Quality Instruction for All
All Tiers
2) Provide quality,
engaging instructional
lessons that yield
LEARNING.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tier 2 and Tier 3
Make the instruction even more
explicit. Increase clarity.
Increase the amount of modeling.
I do it.
Increase the amount of guided
practice. We do it.
Increase the amount of
independent practice. You do it.
Add additional scaffolding.
Gradually release responsibility.
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Equality –
Quality Instruction for All
3) Actively involve all students in responding throughout the lesson,
making LEARNING visible.

Everyone says it.
Everyone writes it.
Everyone does it.
Learning is not a spectator sport
17

6) Elicit frequent responses.
Curriculum and Instruction
Verbal Response Procedures
Structured Choral
Structured Partners
Teams/Huddle Group
Individual – Random
Discussion
Written Response Procedures
Types of writing tasks
Whiteboards
Response Cards/Response Sheets
Writing Frames
Action Response Procedures
Acting out/Simulations
Gestures
Facial Expressions
Hand Signals

Reading Procedures
Whisper Reading (Silent)
Echo Reading
Choral Reading
Cloze Reading
Partner Reading

Technology Responses
Computers, iPads
Clickers, Plickers

Benefits: Learning – Rehearse – Retrieve – Retain
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Equality – Equity
Quality Instruction for All
All Tiers
3) Actively involve all students
in responding throughout the
lesson, making LEARNING
visible.

Tier 2 and Tier 3
• Increase the opportunities to
respond.
• Increase the amount of
thinking time.
• Add additional structure to
responding.
• Prepare students for
responding.
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Equality –
Quality Instruction for All
4) Carefully monitor students’ responses, adjusting the lesson
as necessary to ensure LEARNING.
Look carefully
Listen carefully
Circulate and monitor
Walk around
Look around
Talk around
20
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Equality –
Quality Instruction for All
Structured
Listen to all
Choral Responses Home in on responses of lower-performing students
Structured
Partner
Responses

Circulate
Look at responses
Listen to responses

Random
Individual
Responses

Listen carefully

Response Slates
Response Cards
Hand Signals

Look carefully at slates, cards, or hand signals when
held up

Written
Responses

Circulate
Look at responses

Action Responses Look at responses
21

Equality – Equity
Quality Instruction for All
All Tiers
4) Carefully monitor students’
responses, adjusting the lesson
as necessary to ensure
LEARNING.

Tier 2 and Tier 3
• Monitor more frequently
• Look and Listen very
carefully
• Adjust the lesson based on
responses
o Go forward
o Re-teach
o Add scaffolding
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Equality –
Quality Instruction for All
5) Provide affirmative (praise) and informative (corrective)
feedback to support LEARNING.

Feedback to
Individual Students
During Lesson

P = Praise - Affirm
E = Encourage
C = Correct

Tell the answer

Guide Student in Application of
Strategy or Procedure
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Equality – Equity
Quality Instruction for All
All Tiers
5) Provide affirmative (praise)
and informative
(corrective) feedback to
support LEARNING.

Feedback feeds back.

•
•
•
•

Tier 2 and 3
Increase opportunities to
respond.
Increase praise.
Provide additional feedback
to correct errors.
Provide feedback privately
and quietly when you
circulate and monitor.
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Equality –
Quality Instruction for All
6) Provide deliberate practice, retrieval practice, and spaced practice
to ensure retention and LEARNING.

Deliberate practice is goal-oriented practice consciously devoted
to improvement of a skill.
Spaced practice (also known as distributed practice) is a learning
strategy, where practice is broken up into a number of short
sessions over a longer period of time.
When using retrieval practice as a learning strategy, students
must retrieve information from memory.
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Equality – Equity
Quality Instruction for All
All Tiers
6) Provide deliberate
practice, retrieval
practice, and spaced
practice to ensure
retention and LEARNING.

•

•
•
•

Tier 2 and Tier 3
Strengthen the link between the
deliberate practice and the
success criteria.
Increase the amount of practice.
Provide additional retrieval
practice.
Space practice over time.
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Equality – Equity
Quality Instruction for All
7) Utilize management procedures that support students and
teachers, thus facilitating LEARNING.
Create a well-organized, safe environment.
Teach predictable routines. Predictability predicts ability.
Provide clear expectations. What we expect = What we get
Provide precorrections.
If you expect it, precorrect it.
Provide acknowledgment. Catch them being good.
Maintain a perky pace.
Avoid the void, for they will fill it.
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How well you teach = How well they learn
How well you manage = How well they behave
Teach with passion. Manage with compassion.
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Thank you
• May YOU thrive as educators.
• May your students thrive as learners.
• May our schools be peaceful, productive havens
for all.
• May we be kind to ourselves, to our fellow
educators, and to the children that we have the
gift to teach.
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